
Retractable Frame Sizes / Projections

12’ x 10’ 16’ x 12’ 20’ x 12’

Choose from 3 motorized awnings in the most popular sizes. These sizes cover about 95% of customer 
shade needs. Industry Exclusive - For the first time ever our 16’ & 20’ Awnings feature 12’ projection 
arms with integrated LED lights and EZ-Pitch adjustment as standard features!

Most Standard Features In the Industry

Integrated Housing 
Cover

Adjustable Pitch

<Adjustable 
Pitch Pin

Easily Adjusted With The Turn Of A Crank
Adjustable EZ-Pitch feature allows you to raise and lower the pitch of the awning to better defend against the sun or 
to allow for rain run off. Use the Hand Crank provided to simply turn the EZ- Pitch loop for pitch adjustment. Another 
way Marygrove is revolutionizing the awning industry!

Integrated protective aluminum housing 
provides greater longevity of fabric.

Lighted Arms

Our integrated LED Lighted Arms are an industry 
exclusive and now come standard on ALL our 
retractable awnings.



Every Marygrove awning is made with industry-
leading quality in mind. You’ll enjoy these 
incredible retractable awnings for many trouble-
free years. Explore the design, fabric, features, and 
accessories which have helped us revolutionize 
the awning industry.

Industry - Leading

Quality

Matching
Valances
New in 2019/ Industry Exclusive : All of our 
awnings now come with one straight and 
one sea wave valance. Choose the one that 
fits your mood!

100% Quality

Fabrics
Marygrove has revolutionized the awning industry through 
its choice of fabrics. Our new NEW Eco-Friendly polyester 
fabrics are both 100% solution dyed and are 100% recycla-
ble. These fabrics are now the “Standard” in the outdoor 
living furniture industry.

Cafe Burgundy

Desert Sand

Cafe Black

Khaki Beige

Natural Cabernet

Atlantic Glacier

Cafe Gray (April 2019)

Harbor Gray

Linen

3 - Frame Sizes        3 - Frame Colors        9 - Fabric Colors
Our 3-3-9 Plan

12’ x 10’ 16’ x 12’ 20’ x 12’

WHITE BEIGE BRONZE
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